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Enterprise coexistence

A suite of technical solutions that allow businesses to coexist as one during mergers and acquisitions
Enable long or short-term interoperability between Google Apps, Office 365 and Exchange 

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS

G Suite Exchange

Communicate between Google Apps, Office 365 and Exchange

> The only product on the market to offer full coexistence between multiple systems

> Choose only the components you need to save money and time

> Collaborate between any mix of Office 365, G Suite and Exchange remote systems

> Can be used during data migration without any user downtime

Office 365

Complete suite of collaboration services
Our SaaS enterprise coexistence suite enables a multi-tenant 
architecture for all types of business and at all stages of a 
company’s development.

Improve business flexibility
We allow end-users to collaborate as if they’re on the same 
system during mergers, acquisitions or divestitures. A great way to 
enhance communications between different platforms with no 
impact on day-to-day operations.

Three solutions to automate your coexistence in no time
- Calendar free/busy to share time between different platforms 
- GALSync directory sync to synchronize your Global Address Lists
- Mail routing platform between to share your domain

Each can be purchased individually and work with any combination of Office 365, G Suite and Exchange Server. 

Take away the configuration headache of coexistence within your business and get the help from experts. The 
Cloudiway platform is able to migrate mailboxes and data with coexistence, a must-have solution to provide high 
quality services and a smooth transition to the Cloud. We’re always developing new and innovative products to 
help businesses coexist and work together. 



About Cloudiway
Cloudiway provides innovative solutions for efficient data migration and enterprise 
coexistence. A smart ally to master each transition to the cloud and ensure pro-
ductivity and high business performance. Faithful to the fundamental philosophy of 
research and innovation, our teams are working tirelessly to develop fit for purpose 
solutions. Developing fast, secure and tailored cloud softwares is an everyday chal-
lenge strengthening our know-how to ensure your success.
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BENEFITS

Visit www.cloudiway.com to learn more about our solutions

POWERFULL & INTUITIVE PLATFORM
Full-fidelity architecture and data reconciliation

SAAS PLATFORM POWERED BY MICROSOFT AZURE
Improved business agility with zero local deployment

SELF-SERVICE & AUTOMATED PLATFORM
Save money, time and resources

FLEXIBLE MIGRATION OPTIONS
Proven strategy without business interruption

RETAIN FULL INTEROPERABILITY
Ensure coexistence during large migration or for 
long-term communication

COMPLETE MIGRATION SOLUTION 
Mailbox, file, collaborative site, groups & archives

COMPONENTS

Migrate quickly, securely and easily with no data loss or business disruption.

WIth Cloudiway simplify your cloud integration, automate your migration and save money, time and resources.

MIGRATION SOLUTIONS

Calendar free/busy
Cloudiway’s free/busy component provides calendar freebusy look-up between different 
platforms such as Office 365 and Google Apps (G Suite). Free/busy also works with 
Exchange On-Premises, so cloud email users can collaborate with on-premises email users 
to share calendar free/busy time as well as resources such as room booking calendars.

Mail Routing Platform
Sharing a domain between two systems has never been easier, with complete availability 
of the messaging system and transparent mail routing where users can communicate with 
each other as if they were using a single domain. This is particularly useful for businesses 
that need continuity of service when moving from one Office 365 tenant to another.

Global Address List Synchronization - GALSync
GALSync automatically checks and updates user details, contact lists and group 
information stored in your Global Address Lists on Google Apps (G Suite), Office 365 and 
Exchange On-Premises. GALSync can be configured to check for address list changes as 
often as required, so each global address book remains up to date.


